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Exam 'Introduction to Comm. Syst' (125153), June 24th 2010 from 8:45 to 12:15 UNIVERSITY OF TWENTE. 

• Dutch students are strongly advised to present their answer sheets written in Dutch. If the English 
text of the problems is not clear, please do not hesitate to ask for an explanation. 

• Keep your answers as short as possible, but be complete (make sure the procedure you used to 
obtain your result is clear). 

• Use drawings whenever possible, but clearly describe or indicate what the drawing and the 
different parts present. 

• The exam is open book. The reader, slides, class-notes, other study books, and calculators are 
allowed. A computer, cell-phone, or other types of communication devices are NOT allowed during 
the exam. 

Problem 1: Media 

The geostationary satellite for telecommunications ASTRA lL broadcasts with an EIRP of 46 dBW. Its 
distance from the receiver placed on the Earth's surface is about 36000 km. The receiver uses a 
parabolic dish antenna with a diameter of 120 cm. The carrier frequency is 12 GHz. The bandwidth of 
the signal is 30 MHz. 
Considering that the maximum gain of the receiving dish antenna can be calculated with the expression 

where A is the physical area of the circular dish (in square meters) and A is the wavelength (in meters). 
Calculate: 

a. the flux density F at the receiver [W/m2]; 

b. the effective area of the receiving antenna; 

c. the received power PI' at the output port of the receivIng antenna. 

The ~utput port of the . rece ivi~g antenna is connected to a low-noise amplifier (LNA) with a gain 
GU!A - 5~ dB and a nOIse eqUivalent temperature TLNA = 59 K, as in the following figure. The total 
nOIse eqUIvalent temperature of the antenna and the feed line before the LNA is TA = 50 K. 
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Figure 1. Antenna + LNA schematic. 
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d. How much is the SNR at the output ofthe LNA? B is equal to the bandwidth of the signal. 

e. The minimum signal to noise ratio at the output of the LNA which is needed to correctly 
receive the signal is 10 dB. Determine which is the minimum antenna diameter D that allows to 
receive the signal correctly. 

Problem 2: Baseband digital transmission 

A binary data sequence is sent by a polar baseband NRZ format. The channel gives no distortion. In the 
receiver, the signal is first filtered and then sampled and detected (compared with a threshold). The 
receive filter consists of an RC low pass filter with RC = 2Tb . 

a. Calculate the response of the receive filter to a single pulse (i.e., the signal corresponding to the 
transmission of a single bit) of the NRZ signal. 

b. If no equal ization is applied, what is the optimum sample moment, i.e. the time instant at which 
the inter-symbol interference is minimal? . 

c. How much is at thi's optimum sampling point the worst case inter-symbol interference? Is the 
eye-pattern paltiall)j open, or closed? 

d. Apply now a 3-tap equalizer after the RC filter and calculate the tap coefficients. 

e. Determine the output pulse after equalization. 
! 

f. Calculate the worst case inter-symbol interference after equalization and discuss the results. 
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Problem 3: Digital modulation 

Consider coherent FSK signaling with two equal energy (E) sinusoids (s ] and S2) of frequencies fi and 
12, duration T seconds, and amplitude A . Assume that both sinusoids have zero phase . Assume also that 
fi,12 » liT, and that both frequencies contain integer number of cycles in T seconds. 

a. Under these conditions, derive an expression for the correlation coefficient p of the two signals, 
where 

1 T 

p=- fSl(t)SZ(t)dt 
Eo 

b. Make a sketch of p as a function of fi -12, clearly labeling the important point on the x and y 
axes. 

c. Find the frequency separation fi -12 that produces the minimum cross-correlation coefficient p. 
(If you are unable to determine the result exactly, then provide an approximate answer using the 
sketch you made.) 

d. What is the value of the minimum p? 

e. Will the bit error probability performance of a binary signaling system using the above 
frequency separation be better or worse than a system using orthogonal (p = 0) sinusoids? 

Problem 4: Analog SNR 

An unmodulated carrier of amplitude Ac and frequency!c and band limited white noise are summed and 
then passed through an ideal envelope detector. Assume the noise spectral density to be of height No/2 
and bandwidth 2 W centered about the carrier frequency !C. Determine the output signal-to-noise ratio 
when the carrier-to-noise ratio is high. 

Problem 5: Digital modulation 

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) agrees a standard for digital transmission at a fixed 
bitrate, with a prescribed error probability of 10-9 and using binary PSK (phase difference between "0" 
and " 1" bit is 180°). Two companies, Correctcom and Commiss, aim to develop and produce 
equipment according to the standard. The procedure of Correctcom in the entire development is correct, 
as a consequence the developed and produced equipment is fully compliant to the standard. In Commis 
something went wrong during the development of the transmitter (the designer is not a graduate of the 
UT.) It appears that the transmitter generates signals with 135° phase difference instead of the required 
180°. This is only discovered when the transmitters are already in production. The receivers are not yet 
in production. In a project meeting, the designer of the receiver comes with a solution. "I will design 
the receiver so that it performs optimally with the realized transmitter." (that is, with 135° phase 
difference). They agree that this is the solution, so Commiss continues with the manufacturing of the 
transmitters, and produces the receivers according to this design, builds them and brings both of them 
to the market. 
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a. Is the system by Commiss really as good (considering the error probability criterion) as the 
Correctcom system? Motivate your answer using a simple argument, but also with an error 
probability calculation. 

b. If a receiver of Commiss is tuned to a transmitter of Correctcom, does it perform worse than 
when both transmitter and receiver are from Correctcom? Motivate your answer using a simple 
argument, but also with an error probability calculation. 

c. Answer the same questions for the situation in which a receiver from Correctcom is tuned to 
receive stations of Commisso 

P. S.: the amplitudes of received signals are given by A and the bit time by Tb. For the spectral density 
of white Gaussian noise, we take No/2. Make the comparisons based on EblNo for the given error 
probability, with Eb the average energy per bit. 

END 
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